LYUDMILA ULITSKAYA AND THE THEME OF FAMILY IN HER WORKS IN THE WORLD LITERATURE

Summary

This article shows the theme of family by Lyudmila Ulitskaya, Russian literature writer, which plays an essential role in the literature. The theme is the main characteristic feature in her literary works. She created many literary works with the theme of family and marriage, because in her opinion the family is the main value of life (“Medea and her children”, “Sonechka”, etc.). In this article I also show the main role of woman as mother in the creative works by L. Ulitskaya. For L. Ulitskaya the mother is main person in the family, who preserves it from everything bad. She can solve so many problems not only in her life but also in other lives of her close relatives. The Russian writer calls people always to keep the family, home and try to save them from all hardships. According to the writer it is not right for woman to dominate on everything in the family. Because it leads to the divorce of family. In her works she always tries to show the harmony in the families, if she can.
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In the tradition of Russian classical literature, the family is the moral basis of human life and being. Family issues cover almost all the works of the nineteenth century. The twentieth century – terrible and tragic – has made its own adjustments to the perception of this topic.

The works of women writers in literature record the crisis state of the family in society, at the same time they contain an attempt to comprehend the institution of the family, its understanding, perception in today's society.

Lyudmila Ulitskaya and her prose occupy an important place in Russian literature, and especially in Russian postmodernism. The peculiarity of her literature is the fact that it is very difficult to define her prose by a single title.

Lyudmila Ulitskaya's work is a notable phenomenon in modern Russian literature. In Ulitskaya's work, the genre of the story occupies a predominant place.

The theme of family is considered characteristic for the works of Lyudmila Ulitskaya, not only in her novels, but also in small prose. At the heart of this theme are different relations - marital relations, relations between parents and children, but also relations between people who are not bound by blood ties. The family is not always described as an ideal connection of people living in one house, but their bad
relations, cheating, inability to fulfill their parental role, and many other aspects of family problems are emphasized.

Lyudmila Ulitskaya wrote many works with the theme of family and marriage, because she considers them the main values in life. She talked about it in many interviews, which is mentioned in Demidova's article, which conveys Ulitskaya's words that "family is the basis of everything" (4, 49). In the story Daughter of Bukhara, family relations are initially good, even idyllic. Dmitri returns home with a beautiful intelligent woman Bukhara, and they love each other very much. Both parents were immensely happy when Bukhara had a daughter Milochka. But after some time, the family idyll began to crumble. The doctor proclaimed Milochka's diagnosis: classic Down syndrome. Before discussing this problem, we should mention the important role that tradition plays in Ulitskaya's works.

In Daughter of Bukhara in the last five generations only one male child has always been born, and Ulitskaya defined this as a "hereditary peculiarity". The role of the representative of the old generation is played by Andrei, Dmitry's grandfather. His grandson and his fiancée come to visit him and he welcomes them into his home. Through Andrei, the difference between the families in the past and in the present is shown. Bukhara and Dmitri's family is not typical because besides Andrei's grandfather, Aunt Pasha, who was also a member of the older generation, is considered a member of their family. She at the first moment, because of national prejudices, did not believe Bukhara, but love for Milochka united the women, and at the end of the story it is Pasha who utters the words that "(...) actually become the highest praise of Bukhara's maternal feat". Pasha is not related by blood ties to Milochka, but in spite of that, she had a very great love for her. On the other hand, the blood bond failed to keep Dmitry in their house.

The family in the story Lyalin's House has more members than the families already mentioned; it consists of Lyalya's mother, Mikhail's father, Gosha's son, and Lena's daughter. This family also differs from the previous ones in that it shows a new perspective, i.e., it shows the parents' love for both daughter and son in parallel. The peculiarity of this story is that the father is shown in a good light, while it is the mother who develops a bad relationship with her daughter. Lyalya's mother is presented in an image that is usually associated with male protagonists. From the very beginning, she has a special understanding of marriage: "Lyalya had a subtle theory of marriage, according to which it appeared that adultery only strengthens the marriage, giving birth to a sense of guilt in the spouses, gently cementing any cracks and chips in the relationship" (6, 80). She was ready to love everyone except her daughter because she was jealous. Lyalya had many lovers, and she had strong feelings of love for her son and for her husband, but she could not love Lena.

The image and motif of mother is one of the main defining features of Ludmila Ulitskaya's literary works. But in her early works she did not write about women whose main role was motherhood, and she "emphasizes such features of the heroines' character: they are strong women, ready for a feat in the name of their children, binding together all near and distant relatives with their love". On the other
hand, trying to make all family members happy, women often remain lonely, as happened to Bukhara. But she was satisfied with her life as her daughter became the center of her life. With Lyalya from the story Lyalin's House it was quite the opposite - she saw her daughter as competition and fought with her for her young lover Kaziyev. She had no maternal feelings for Lena, but she loved her son. Lyalya simultaneously wanted Lena to become a "femme fatale" as well and she was very angry with Lenin's lack of concern for her appearance.

The theme of the family in L. Ulitskaya's stories is represented not only in the development of love, but also in the images and motives of childhood, which are most fully embodied in the disclosure of the key moments of the child's special role in the family, his special position. In the stories of the "Mystery of Blood" cycle, three main images are associated with the motif of childhood: a child, a mother, and a father. In the first story of the cycle "Establishing Paternity", at the level of the author's consciousness, the problem of an alien / native child and a real / non-native father is stated, which are accompanied by the emergence of an intonating situation - a family secret, the secret of birth. In L. Ulitskaya's stories, he often performs the function of a binding link in the family relations of parents (we are talking only about real families built on love).

Ulitskaya also develops the motif of fatherlessness in her works. Traditionally, the father was the head of the family, but if he left for any reason, this role was fulfilled most often by the mother. Children who grew up in such an "incomplete" family do not consider this situation unusual. Alexyutina states in her article that "a real father is the one who raised the child, who takes care of him all his life; at the same time, the presence of a father in the family is increasingly becoming optional - in such works the deconstructive collision of fatherlessness is actualized" (2, 116). In the story Daughter of Bukhara, the protagonist takes this role upon herself, and does not think about her husband at all. When he tells her that he has found a new woman, she invites them to live with them. This shows that from the moment she was born, Milochka has a major place in her mother's heart.

There is no direct description of Michal's involvement in upbringing, but through Lena's attitude "to her beloved father" it can be concluded that he had a positive influence on his children (6, 80). At the same time, the most important part of his character was his work. He worked as a professor and he spent most of his free time alone in his study. The study represented the opposite of the kitchen, which was the center of the family and the family home. The opposite of the male and female spheres is evident here: "He liked the clatter of the warm kitchen, and the beautiful young wife, and the whole atmosphere of the eternal pre-holiday, but even more he liked to close the door behind him and immerse himself in the endless and unnecessary plays of Tirso de Molina" (6, 81). By his choice of the study as a place of relaxation rather than the kitchen, where most of his time was spent not only by his wife but also by his children, he showed that work was more important to him than family.
Genetically, the family should be organized according to the male/patriarchal model, allowing it to exist as a phenomenon in the real world. The traditional family functions of the head of the family (clan); protector; breadwinner/breadwinner are inherent in a man. In such a traditional family model, a woman got the role of a slave partner. A number of transformations have taken place in the modern family model, which are reflected in the work of L. Ulitskaya. The peculiarity of the family theme was revealed by comparing a number of motifs and images of both constructive and deconstructive types. The image of the mother in L. Ulitskaya's short prose is presented exclusively within the framework of a constructive type. Mother and child act as one. In the modern family, the feminine prevails over the masculine, which, according to the author, is a reflection of the disharmony of reality, one of the manifestations of the chaotic modern artistic worldview. The reflection of the catastrophic state of the world in the variety of its forms has become the main feature of the modern literary process. The more important it turns out to be the search for universal moral supports in human life. It is the family in the artistic world of L. Ulitskaya acquires the significance of the dominant axiological category.

In the process of working on the problems of the study, we have identified a number of axiologically significant motives that identify the theme of family – the motive of childhood, the intoning images of which are the image of a child, mother, father, as well as the motive of love, embodied by images of "ridiculous" marriage, real family, pity, jealousy and others. These motivic complexes are represented by two polemizing meanings: constructive and destructive.
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АЙТАН ГУСЕЙНОВА

ЛЮДМИЛА УЛИЦКАЯ И ТЕМА СЕМЬИ В ЕЕ ПРОИЗВЕДЕНИЯХ В МИРОВОЙ ЛИТЕРАТУРЕ.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В этой статье показана тема семьи русской писательницы Людмилы Улицкой, которая играет существенную роль в литературе. Эта тема является главной характерной чертой в ее литературных произведениях. Она создала много литературных произведений с темой семьи и брака, потому что, по ее мнению, семья - главная ценность жизни (“Медея и ее дети”, “Сонечка” и др.). В этой статье я также показываю главную роль женщины как матери в творческих произведениях Л. Улицкой. Для Л. Улицкой мать - главный человек в семье, который оберегает ее от всего плохого. Она может решить так много проблем не только в своей жизни, но и в жизни других своих близких родственников. Русская писательница призывает людей всегда беречь семью, домашний очаг и стараться уберечь их от всех невзгод. По мнению писательницы, женщине не подобает доминировать во всем в семье. Потому что это приводит к разводу семьи. В своих работах она всегда старается показать гармонию в семьях, если может.
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AYTƏN HÜSEYNOVA

LYUDMILA ULITSKAYA VƏ DÜNYA ƏDƏBIYYATINDA ONUN ƏSƏRLƏRİNДƏ AİLƏ MÖVZUSU

Xülasə

Bu məqalədə ədəbiyyatda mühüm rol oynayan rus yazıçısı Lyudmila Ulitskayannın əsərlərinə aitə mövzusu göstərilir. Bu mövzu onun ədəbi əsərlərinə 519
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